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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Class A0

A fire class division, as defined in SOLAS regulation II-2/3

AB

Able seafarer (deck)

ASTM

American Society for Testing and Materials

Auto-ignition
temperature

The temperature at which a material spontaneously ignites in a normal
atmosphere without an external source of ignition but by a heated
surface. The minimum hot surface ignition temperature (MHSIT)
becomes a relevant parameter

C/E

Chief engineer

C/O

Chief officer

cSt

Centistokes – A unit used to measure kinematic viscosity
(1 cSt = 1x10-6 m2s-1)

DN

Nominal diameter of a pipe size , in accordance with the International
Standards Organization

DNV

Det Norske Veritas (Classification Society)

ECR

Engine control room

Flash point

The lowest temperature at which a liquid will emit sufficient vapour to
form a flammable atmosphere that can be ignited by an external ignition
source, such as a flame or spark

FT

Fire teams

gt

Gross tonnage

HFO

Heavy fuel oil

HTF

Heat transfer fluid

IMO

International Maritime Organization

ISM Code

International Safety Management Code, as amended

kglt

-1

Kilogramme per litre

kW

Kilowatt

LO

Lubricating oil

LT

Local time

lt

Litre

m

Metre

MGO

Marine gas oil

MHSIT

Minimum Hot Surface Ignition Temperature. It is the lowest
temperature at which a material ignites, as the result of heat liberation
due to an exothermic oxidation reaction from a hot surface, while an
external ignition source such as a spark or flame is completely absent

MLC, 2006

Maritime Labour Convention, 2006, as amended

MSIU

Marine Safety Investigation Unit

mt

Metric tonne

nm

Nautical mile

vi

OOW

Second officer in charge of the navigational watch

PA system

Public address system

PVC

Polyvinyl chloride
Recognised organisation – an organisation recognised as capable of
performing statutory work on behalf of the flag State Administration, in
terms of certification, survey and audit functions connected with the
issuance of international certificates

RO

rpm

Revolutions per minute

SCBA

Self-contained breathing apparatus

SMS

Safety management system

SOLAS

International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, as amended

STCW

International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978, as amended

UTC

Coordinated Universal Time

VDR

Voyage data recorder

VHF radio

A fixed, two-way communication equipment installed on vessels, under
the global maritime distress and safety system (GMDSS), which
operates on the very high frequency band (156 MHz – 162.05 MHz)

VLSFO

Very low sulphur fuel oil

°C

Degrees Celsius

2/E

Second engineer

3/E

Third engineer

vii

SUMMARY
Samus Swan departed from the port of Livorno, Italy, bound for Gabes, Tunisia, on
09 September 2021. The engineers planned two maintenance tasks for 11 September,
one of which was to be executed by the chief engineer, the motorman and the fitter on
the vessel’s main deck, while the other was assigned to the second and the third
engineers in the fuel oil separators’ room.
During the work in the separators’ room, a fire broke out and rapidly spread through
various parts of the engine-room. Only the third engineer managed to escape out of the
space with serious injuries. The second engineer succumbed to his injuries, resulting
from the fire.
The safety investigation concluded that the fire was caused either by thermal oil, or an
oil mist generated after the thermal oil gushing from an open-ended thermal oil branch
line, which was being unclogged by the second and third engineers. The exact ignition
source could not be confirmed; however, the safety investigation believes that the fire
was ignited when the hot thermal oil / oil mist came into contact with heat sources inside
the separators’ room.
Taking into consideration the actions by the Company, the Marine Safety Investigation
Unit (MSIU) issued no recommendations.
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FACTUAL INFORMATION

1.1

Vessel, Voyage and Marine Casualty Particulars

Name

Samus Swan

Flag

Malta

Classification Society

Det Norske Veritas

IMO Number

9401312

Type

Oil / Chemical tanker

Registered Owner

Uni-Tankers M/T “Samus Swan” APS

Managers

Uni-Tankers, Denmark

Construction

Steel (Double hull)

Length overall

105.50 m

Registered Length

99.35 m

Gross Tonnage

4,001

Minimum Safe Manning

13

Authorised Cargo

Liquids in bulk

Port of Departure

Livorno, Italy

Port of Arrival

Gabes, Tunisia

Type of Voyage

International

Cargo Information

Water ballast (7,472 mt)

Manning

10

Date and Time

11 September 2021, at 1320 (LT)

Type of Marine Casualty

Very Serious Marine Casualty

Place on Board

Engine-room – separators’ room

Injuries/Fatalities

One fatality and one serious injury

Damage/Environmental Impact

All equipment and fittings within, and in the
vicinity of, the separators’ room were damaged.

Ship Operation

In passage; maintenance

Voyage Segment

Transit

External & Internal Environment

Clear sky, with a visibility >12 nm; West
Northwesterly gentle breeze; moderate sea with a
three metre-high North Northwesterly swell; air
and sea temperatures: 23 ℃ and 26.4 ℃,
respectively.

Persons on Board

15

9

1.2

Description of Vessel

Samus Swan was a 4,001 gt oil / chemical tanker, owned by Uni-Tankers M/T “Samus
Swan” APS and managed by Uni-Tankers, Denmark (Company). The vessel was
built in 2009 by İÇDAŞ Shipyard, Turkey. Det Norske Veritas (DNV) acted as the
classification society as well as the recognised organisation (RO), in terms of the
International Safety Management (ISM) Code and Maritime Labour Convention
(MLC), 2006.
The vessel had a length overall of 105.50 m, a moulded breadth of 16.80 m, and a
moulded depth of 7.40 m. The vessel’s summer freeboard was 1.12 m, corresponding
to a summer deadweight of 5,717.10 mt. At the time of the occurrence, the vessel was
in a ballast condition, drawing forward and aft draughts of 2.85 m and 5.45 m,
respectively.
Propulsive power was provided by an eight-cylinder, four-stroke, medium speed
MAN 8L27/38 marine diesel engine, which produced 2,720 kW at 800 rpm. This
drove a controllable-pitch propeller through a reduction gearbox, enabling
Samus Swan to reach an estimated speed of 14.0 knots.

1.3

Engine-room Layout

Samus Swan’s engine-room consisted of three main platforms (Figure 1). The engine
control room (ECR) was located at the main deck level. Two thermal oil heaters were
fitted on the same platform together with the engine-room workshop, which was also
located on this platform (Figure 2). The three auxiliary engines, the steering gear
room and the separators’ room were located on the cover platform (Figure 3), while
the main engine was fitted on the bottom platform. Below the bottom platform was
the double bottom space.
The separators’ room, located on the starboard side of the cover platform, was fitted
with a Class A0 steel door. The crew members stated that this door was secured in
the open position with a rope whenever works were being carried out in the
separators' room. The third engineer stated that the temperature inside the separators’
room was generally higher (about 50 ℃) than the rest of the engine-room (between
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38 °C and 40 ℃). Two heavy fuel oil (HFO) purifiers were fitted along the port side
of the separators’ room. The MGO separator was fitted across the entrance, towards
the longitudinal centre of the separators’ room, whilst the lubricating oil (LO) purifier
was fitted towards the forward bulkhead.

Figure 1: Extract of Samus Swan’s engine-room arrangement plan (profile view)

Figure 2: Plan view of the engine-room’s main deck level
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Figure 3: Plan view of the engine-room’s cover platform1 (separators’ room indicated in red)

1.4

Heating System for the Purifiers

The vessel was fitted with a closed thermal oil heating system2. The safety
investigation was informed that thermal oil3 was heated by the boiler to about 200 ℃
and circulated through the fuel and lubricating oil systems, and the cargo systems at a
pressure of about 6.0 bar. The system incorporated a combined thermal oil storage
and drain tanks, and a separate 2,000-litre expansion tank. The thermal oil circulation
pump had to be kept always running at sea to allow oil circulation through the boiler
and prevent boiler heat exchanger tubes damage.
Heated thermal oil passed through the purifiers’ heat exchangers via branch lines
(DN 25), from the main thermal oil heating system line (DN 50). The inlet branch

1

The location of the HFO and LO purifiers shown on the plan did not reflect their actual position on
board. HFO purifier no. 1 was located near the entrance of the separators’ room, next to HFO
purifier no. 2. The LO purifier was located along the centre of the separators’ room, towards the
forward bulkhead.

2

Also known as thermal fluid heat transfer systems or heat transfer fluid (HTF) systems. These are
systems used for heating processes to temperatures above those which can be obtained by steam
heating at reasonable pressures.

3

Thermal oils, or HTFs, are organic fluids (mineral oils) used in HTF systems. These oils generally
have very high flash points; however, the operating temperatures of HTF systems are normally
close to the HTF’s flash point.
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line consisted of a manual globe valve and a pneumatic pressure regulator valve,
while the outlet branch consisted of a manual globe valve, leading to the return line of
the thermal oil heating system (Figures 4 and 5). There were no means to isolate the
purifier heat exchangers’ branch lines from the main thermal oil heating system.
Main thermal
oil line

Branch lines

Outlet

Inlet

Regulator

Figure 4: Schematic of the purifiers’ heating system

Inlet

Regulator
Outlet

Figure 5: The HFO purifiers (before the fire) – left: no. 1; right: no. 2
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The chief engineer recalled that during the month of January 2021, the thermal oil in
the vessel’s heating system had been completely flushed out and replaced with about
5,500 lts of new oil. Analysis of the new thermal oil was last conducted on 07 July
2021, confirming that the oil condition was within acceptable limits. The results
indicated a viscosity of 29.46 cSt at 40 ℃. The analysis also indicated that the
thermal oil’s flash point was over 180 ℃.

1.5

Fuel for the Vessel’s Operation

Samus Swan’s engines had been operating on MGO ever since the IMO 2020 rules on
the sulphur content of fuel oils used on board vessels came into force4. Samus Swan
had bunkered 110 mt of very low sulphur fuel oil (VLSFO) and 30 mt of MGO on
03 September 2021 at Ceuta, Spain. This was the first time that the vessel was
bunkering VLSFO. Samples of the bunkered VLSFO were sent ashore for analysis
and in the meantime, the vessel continued operating on MGO.
The result of the analysis were received by the vessel on 09 September 2021, whilst
she was unloading cargo at the port of Livorno, Italy. Both the master and the chief
engineer recalled that following a discussion over the phone between the Company
and the vessel, it was decided to prepare the vessel’s main engine to operate on
VLSFO, after departure from Livorno.

1.6

Thermal Oil Data

The thermal oil used on board was the Mobiltherm 605. The oil was one of four
Mobiltherm 600 series and the choice of oil depended on temperature ranges.
Mobiltherm 605 had a density5 of 0.857 kglt-1 and a flash point6 of 230 °C.
The thermal oil was considered to be very stable, with long service life and without
experiencing an increase in deposit and viscosity. The product data sheet confirmed
that the flash point would not decrease in a significant manner over time, considering

4

01 January 2020.

5

At 15 °C (ASTM D1298).

6

Cleveland Open Cup (ASTM D92).
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the oil’s resistance to thermal cracking at the recommended operating temperatures
and on condition that the oil is not mixed with other oils. The sheet also cautioned
that the temperature of the oil film surrounding the heating element should be between
15 °C and 30 °C higher than the bulk oil temperature as otherwise, the system may
experience deposit of sludge and coke, reducing heat transfer and service life.
Although the product data sheet specified that Mobiltherm 605 was designed either
for closed systems (up to 315 °C) or open systems (up to 180 °C), it was
recommended that as for any other mineral oil, the product is not used in open
systems, where the hot oil is exposed directly to air. Moreover, it also cautioned that
spray or escaping hot oil may spontaneously ignite.

1.7

Crew

Samus Swan’s Minimum Safe Manning Certificate stipulated a crew of 10. Around
the time of the accident, the vessel was manned by 15 crew members. The master and
the fatally injured second engineer (2/E) were Lithuanian, the fitter was Polish, while
the rest of the crew members were Filipino nationals.
The 2/E was 59 years old and had been working in this rank for 10.5 years. He held
STCW III/2 qualifications for a second engineer. His most recent certificate of
competency had been issued on 20 August 2019, by the Russian maritime authorities.
He joined the vessel on 21 May 2021, at the port of Fredericia, Denmark and this was
his first contract of employment with the Company.
The seriously injured third engineer (3/E) was 28 years old. He had seven years of
seafaring experience, two of which were served in the rank of a third engineer. He
held STCW III/1 qualifications, and his most recent certificate of competency was
issued by the Philippines maritime authorities on 02 June 2021. He had served with
the Company for six years and this was his first contract of employment on
Samus Swan. He had joined the vessel on 13 July 2021, at the port of Las Palmas,
Spain.
The fitter was 65 years old. He had 37 years of seafaring experience, 26 of which
were served in the rank of a fitter. He held the basic STCW qualifications, including
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those for oil and chemical tanker safety. He had served with the Company for five
years and this was his first contract of employment on Samus Swan. He had joined
the vessel on 18 September 2021, at the port of Augusta, Italy.
The chief engineer (C/E) was 36 years old. He had 14 years of seafaring experience,
two of which were served in this rank with STCW III/2 qualifications. His certificate
of competency was issued by the Philippines maritime authorities on 28 November
2018. He had been embarking on Company ships for five years, during which he had
served several contracts of employment as a second engineer and as chief engineer on
Samus Swan. For this contract of employment, he had joined the vessel on 12 June
2021, at the port of Lavera, France.

1.8

Environment

The vessel’s records indicated that at around the time of the occurrence, the sky was
clear with a visibility of 12 nautical miles (nm), and a gentle breeze was blowing from
the West Northwest. The sea state was recorded as moderate with a 3.0 metre-high
North Northwesterly swell. The air and sea temperatures were recorded as 23 ℃ and
26.4 ℃, respectively.

1.9

Narrative

Samus Swan departed from the port of Livorno, Italy, in the evening of 09 September,
2021, bound for the port of Gabes, Tunisia, in ballast condition. That same evening,
the C/E checked the temperature at which the VLSFO would be required to be
maintained. He then requested the 2/E to transfer some of the VLSFO to the settling
tank.
The following morning (10 September), the C/E decided to explain the fuel oil change
over procedures to the 2/E and 3/E, given that it was their first time on board the
vessel. He began with the operation of the purifiers. During this time, the C/E
noticed that the purifier heat exchangers’ temperatures were not increasing. Using a
digital thermometer, the crew members found that the temperatures of the thermal oil
branch lines were lower (60 °C – 80 ℃), compared to that of the main line (close to
120 ℃). This suggested that the system branch lines were clogged.
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Following a discussion on the way forward, the crew members removed the regulator
valves (Figures 4 and 5) on the heat exchangers of HFO purifier nos. 1 and 2, and the
lines between each regulator valve and inlet valve. The sections of both lines were
found clear; however, the line sections before the inlet valve of each of the lines were
clogged (Figure 6). To this effect, the C/E instructed the 2/E and 3/E to unclog the
lines without removing the inlet valves, because this valve was the only means to
isolate the branch lines from the main thermal oil line.

Figure 6: Clogged inlet valves of the HFO purifiers’ thermal oil branch lines (left HFO purifier
no. 1, right: HFO purifier no. 2)

The C/E then advised the master of the situation and the planned action to unclog the
line, to which the master agreed. Following his discussion, the C/E went up on the
main deck to commence and monitor pre-planned works on a leaking MGO bunker
line.
In the meantime, the 2/E and 3/E removed the thermal insulation around the branch
line and began their attempts to unclog the line, blowing compressed air (at about
three to four bar) through the open side of the valve, whilst heating up the line with a
portable electric heat gun. Owing to the high temperature inside the separators’ room,
the crew members secured the access door in the open position. The C/E frequently
visited the separators’ room to check on the status of the task. The line was
successfully unclogged in about three hours, after which, the dismantled section of the
line and the regulator valve were fitted back in place.
During the morning of 11 September, the C/E conducted a routine engine-room crew
meeting. He also assigned the crew to two groups and conducted separate toolbox
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meetings with each group – one for the works on the MGO bunker line on the main
deck and the other for the unclogging of the thermal oil branch line of the heater for
HFO purifier no. 1. The 2/E and 3/E were assigned to the latter.
The C/E felt confident that the 2/E and 3/E would be able to handle the task, given
that they had successfully completed a similar task on HFO purifier no. 2 on the
previous day. The C/E was also of the view that the more hazardous and critical of
the two planned tasks was the MGO bunker line, as it involved hot work. Therefore,
he remained on the main deck for most of the time and visited the separators’ room
less frequently than the previous day.
The 3/E recalled that in the meantime, the 2/E and himself observed that the
temperature reading on the digital thermometer indicated that the entire thermal oil
inlet branch line of the heat exchanger for HFO purifier no. 1 was clogged. In
particular, they found unclogging difficult because of two bends in the line. They
tried to blow compressed air through the open end of the inlet valve, heating up the
line with the portable electric heat gun, hammering the line with a mallet, and
inserting a snake wire through the open end of the inlet valve, which was unsuccessful
because the valve was of the globe type.
By 1000, they were still unable to unclog the line. The 3/E recalled discussing with
the 2/E, the option of removing the inlet valve. They decided that the 3/E should seek
the C/E’s views on this matter during the coffee break. During the coffee break7, the
3/E informed the C/E of the challenges which they were encountering to unclog the
line. He also asked the C/E whether the boiler and the thermal oil circulating pump
could be stopped so that they could remove the inlet valve and unclog the line. The
C/E advised that neither the boiler nor the thermal oil circulating pump could be
stopped and therefore, it was not possible to remove the inlet valve on the thermal oil
branch line. The 3/E recalled that the C/E had also told him that the bolts of the inlet
valve block flange could be slackened, to facilitate the passing of the snake wire
through the gap between the flange and into the line.

7

The C/E informed the safety investigation that his discussion with the 3/E had taken place during
the lunch break.
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The 3/E met again the 2/E in the separators’ room and briefed him on the C/E’s
feedback. They both agreed that the removal of the valve could be dangerous.
Therefore, they proceeded to slacken the bolts and attempted to unclog the line by
passing the snake wire through. However, their attempts remained unsuccessful.
Perceiving that they were running out of options, they decided to remove three bolts
on the inlet valve’s flange and rotate the valve block around the fourth one to facilitate
unclogging of the line. They further agreed that as soon as they notice that the line
was clearing up, they would box back the inlet valve.
At around 1100, after rotating the valve block around the only remaining bolt
(Figure 7), they observed viscous thermal oil blocking the line. For the next hour or
so, they continued unsuccessfully with their efforts to unclog the line, using
compressed air and the snake wire. Eventually, they aligned the valve and tightened
the valve flange again, before they left for their lunch break.

Figure 7: The inlet valve with three of its four bolts removed, as found after the accident

At 1300, the crew members resumed their respective tasks. The fitter, who was part
of the team working on the MGO bunker line on deck, went to the engine-room
workshop to fabricate new gaskets for the bunker line. The 2/E and 3/E went back to
the separators’ room and again tried to clear the line without removing the valve, but
were unsuccessful. Therefore, they once again removed three bolts, slackened the
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fourth one, and rotated the block of the inlet valve to expose the end of the clogged
thermal oil branch line. The 2/E then went behind the panel of HFO purifier no. 1 and
began to heat up the line with the heat gun (set at 260 ℃) and hammer the line with
the mallet, while the 3/E inserted the snake wire through the open end of the line and
began to rotate the snake wire slowly (Figures 8a, 8b and 8c).
Shortly after, the 3/E observed small drops of thermal oil dripping from the open end
of the pipe. He recalled informing the 2/E that the line may be clearing, and requested
him to stop the heating and hammering. He stated that the 2/E continued heating the
line and within seconds, hot thermal oil gushed out of the line and immediately burst
into flames. The hot oil and flames injured the 3/E’s face, hands and left arm.

b

c

HFO purifier
no. 1 panel

Figure 8a: HFO purifier no. 1 (after the fire)
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Thermal oil branch line
Thermal oil branch
line
Regulator
valve

Inlet valve

Figure 8b: Position of the 3/E

Figure 8c: Position of the 2/E (behind the
purifier panel)

The 3/E rushed out of the separators’ room with parts of his coveralls on fire. Taking
off the coveralls, he noticed that the fire had already spread inside the separators’
room. He ran towards emergency escape trunk (labelled ‘E/E’ on Figure 3) and
before stepping inside, he looked towards the separators’ room to locate the 2/E, but
could not see him.
In the meantime, the fitter, who had just about completed fabricating the gaskets in
the workshop around that time, noticed smoke entering through the workshop’s closed
door8. Opening the door to investigate, he observed flames and black smoke.
Believing that the fire had started in a drum of oily rags (which was placed near the
workshop entrance), he took the nearest fire extinguisher (Figure 9), activated it and
directed it towards the flames.
As the flames subsided temporarily, the fitter observed thick black smoke spreading
quickly. Realizing that it was not a small fire in the drum containing oily rags, but a
much larger fire in the engine-room, he left the extinguisher and attempted to exit the
engine-room. However, due to the flames and smoke, he was unable to find the exit
door. Therefore, he went back inside the workshop, closed its door, covered his face

8

The fitter did not recall hearing a fire alarm.
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with a wet clean rag, and once again made an attempt to escape from the engine-room.
This time, he successfully managed to reach the door (right of the workshop in
Figure 9) and leave the engine-room.

Figure 9: Extract of Samus Swan’s Fire Control Plan – main deck level (engine-room and
accommodation)

Meanwhile, at around 1320, the second officer of the watch (OOW) heard a prewarning alarm on the fire alarm panel located at the aft end of the bridge. Since he
was in the forward part of the bridge, he immediately called the duty able seafarer
(AB) on radio (who was on deck at the time), and requested him to investigate the
alarm. On checking the fire alarm panel, the OOW observed that the sensor activating
the alarm was in fire zone 3, inside the engine-room. While he was trying to trace the
exact location of the fire alarm, the master entered the bridge. Looking out of the aft
window, both the master and the OOW observed white smoke escaping from the port
side ventilation of the funnel. At around this time, the duty AB came across the 3/E,
who informed him of the fire in the separators’ room and that the 2/E was still there.
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The duty AB relayed the information to OOW, who immediately activated the fire
alarm and followed it with an announcement over the public address (PA) system.
Around the time of the fire alarm, the C/E was at the manifold on the main deck,
when the bosun alerted him of the fire in the engine-room. Arriving at the break of
the accommodation, the C/E observed heavy smoke towards the aft end of the
accommodation block, confirming the fire in the engine-room. On the open poop
deck, the C/E came across the 3/E and noticed that he had suffered burn injuries. He
asked the 3/E what had happened; however, the 3/E only responded that the 2/E was
still inside the separators’ room. As the C/E was running down through the
accommodation stairway towards the engine-room entrance at the main deck level, he
met the chief officer (C/O) and informed him that the 2/E was still inside the engineroom. The C/O followed the C/E to the engine-room entrance.
1.9.1

Fire-fighting and rescue actions

Just as the C/E approached the engine-room access door (the one near the workshop),
he saw the fitter rushing out through the door. He asked the fitter about the 2/E. The
fitter replied that the 2/E was not in the workshop, and continued running upstairs and
out towards the open poop deck, raising a verbal fire alarm. Assuming that the fire
had just started, the C/E and C/O each took an EEBD and approached the engineroom access door near the workshop to go down and look for the 2/E. The door did
not feel hot, however, on opening it, they felt intense heat and were met with thick
black smoke. The C/O also noticed high flames rising from the upper part of the
separators’ room. They shut the door and backed off.
At about 1324, the C/O went up to the muster station to instruct the mustered crew
members on the fire-fighting and rescue actions, giving priority to the rescue. The
C/E checked the water mist control panel near the accommodation stairway and
noticed that the water mist system for the engine-room was running. Thereafter, he
activated all the emergency stops for the engine-room, followed by the tripping of the
quick-closing valves for the fuel oil and lubricating oil tanks (Figure 10), and
reported his actions to the bridge over his portable radio. He also informed the bridge
that the 2/E was still inside the engine-room.
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Figure 10: Quick-closing valves outside the engine-room

On receiving the information from the C/E, the OOW transmitted a call over VHF
Channel 16, advising all stations in the vicinity that Samus Swan had a fire in the
engine-room and was not under command. The master activated the emergency stops
for the engine-room ventilation. Soon after, the emergency generator started
automatically and provided power to the equipment connected to the emergency
switchboard. In the meantime, the 3/E reached the bridge, where he was administered
first aid treatment.
In the accommodation, a fire team (FT no. 1) entered the engine-room from its port
side entrance (near the engine control room), with a fire hose and water fog
protection. Due to the intense smoke and heat, they found it difficult to proceed
towards the engine-room stairway leading to the cover platform. As their selfcontained breathing apparatus (SCBA) bottles were exhausted after sometime, they
came back out and reported the matter to the C/O, who was outside the access door.
The C/O, wearing full fire protection gear, entered the engine-room and tried to lead
the fire team to the cover platform, while extinguishing surrounding flames along the
way. However, the rapidly spreading flames around the engine-room frequently
required them to redirect the fire hose away from the separators’ room and thus,
hampered their fire-fighting and rescue efforts. Once their SCBA bottles were
exhausted, they retreated from the engine-room and the back-up fire team (FT no. 2),
led by the C/E, took over.
A few minutes into the fire-fighting, the C/E managed to enter the engine-room and
activate the quick-closing valves for the thermal oil expansion tank and the exhaust
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gas heater (Figure 11). He also switched the water mist system to manual mode and
shut off the water mist over the diesel generators, with the aim of directing the water
mist discharge to the separators’ room.
The two fire teams continued to fight the fire in rotation and at 1335, the crew
members reported to the bridge that the fire had been extinguished. During the firefighting efforts, the C/O recalled noticing that the separators’ room seemed closed,
but could not recall whether it was partially or completely closed. After extinguishing
the fire, the fire teams searched the separators’ room, but were unable to find the 2/E.
The two fire teams then continued in rotation to look for the 2/E. The heavy smoke
and the accumulated water from the fire-fighting did not facilitate their search efforts.

Figure 11: Quick-closing valves inside the engine-room

After about an hour of continuous searching, a motorman from FT no. 1 came out of
the engine-room and reported to the C/O that they had located the 2/E close to the
stairway, on the cover platform (Figure 12), but were unable to carry the 2/E up as his
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own SCBA bottle was exhausted. The C/O immediately instructed the FT no. 2 to
assist the AB from FT no. 1 in recovering the 2/E.

Figure 12: Location where the fatally injured 2/E was found (yellow figure)

As the intensity of the smoke in the engine-room was subsiding by that time,
additional crew members entered the engine-room and assisted with the recovery of
the 2/E. At 1427, the 2/E was extracted from the engine-room and taken into the
accommodation alleyway. The crew members observed that his coveralls were
completely burnt and he had suffered severe burn injuries all over his body. On
checking, the C/O did not find any signs of life. Nonetheless, the crew members tried
to administer oxygen via a portable oxygen resuscitator and covered his body with a
blanket. However, their resuscitation efforts were unsuccessful. At 1435, the C/O
went to the bridge and reported the matter to the master, following which he assisted
with first aid treatment to the 3/E.
At 1440, the OOW contacted Pantelleria Radio and informed the duty officers of the
fire on board, as well as the fatality and the injured 3/E. Pantelleria Radio advised the
vessel that assistance would be arranged for, at the vessel’s position. At 1545, the
Italian Coast Guard called the vessel over the VHF enquiring whether it was able to
navigate under its own power, and whether it could communicate either by e-mail or
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satellite phone. The master confirmed that the vessel was immobilized and could only
communicate by satellite phone. The Italian Coast Guard advised the master that a
helicopter had been deployed to evacuate the injured 3/E.
At 1700, the Italian Coast Guard helicopter arrived at the vessel’s position, a Coast
Guard personnel boarded the vessel, and the injured 3/E was air-lifted by 1725. He
was taken to a hospital in Palermo for further medical treatment. The master further
stated that the vessel’s voyage data recorder (VDR) data was saved at 1925. At 2300,
FT no. 1 re-entered the engine-room and 15 minutes later, confirmed the absence of
hot spots. By 2355, all ventilation and doors of the engine-room were opened,
following which, the crew members took frequent fire rounds in the engine-room and
accommodation to ensure that all was in order.
1.9.2

Towage of Samus Swan

On 12 September, by 1125, the crew members managed to start auxiliary engine
(A/E) no. 1 and restore power to the main switchboard. At 1430, a tugboat arrived at
the vessel’s location and about an hour later, commenced towing Samus Swan towards
the port of Augusta, Italy. The next evening, the vessel arrived and was moored at a
lay-by berth in Augusta, where surveys and repairs were carried out.

1.10

Damages to the Vessel

The Class Damage Survey Report indicated that the fire in Samus Swan’s engineroom mainly affected the separators’ room, the area around it and the engine-room’s
main deck level, spreading up to its port side. Several machinery, electric and
electronic components, cabling, lighting, and fire detectors within the separators’
room were severely damaged (Figures 13, 14 and 15).
The heat caused severe damages to the electric cables and panels, and the polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) components of equipment and fittings around the separators’ room,
such as, fire detectors, lighting fixtures, alarm panels, etc. (Figure 16).
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Figure 13: Damaged pressure regulator
valve of HFO purifier no. 2’s heater

Figure 14: Damaged control panel in the
separators’ room

Figure 15: Damaged lighting fixture in the separators’ room
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Figure 16: Damages outside the separators’ room

The smoke damage was limited to the starboard sides of the cover platform and main
deck level of the engine-room, while the fire-fighting actions caused damages to the
air compressors and various control panels, including the main engine’s electric and
control panels. The Class damage survey did not reveal any structural damages or
deformations in the piping systems.
The vessel departed from Augusta on 06 January 2022, after completion of all repairs.
Besides the above, the safety investigation was informed that the thermal oil heating
system would have about 3,000 lts circulating at any point. On 12 September, it was
found that the level of thermal oil in the expansion tank was almost empty. That
indicated that almost all the thermal oil (about 5,000 lts) had drained out through the
inlet branch line for the heat exchanger of HFO purifier no. 1, around the time of the
occurrence.
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1.11

Injuries Suffered by the Crew Members

The autopsy and toxicological reports were not available to the safety investigation at
the time of the writing of this safety investigation report. However, crew members
noticed severe burn injuries all over the body.
Due to the spray of hot thermal oil and the fire, the 3/E suffered first, second and third
degree burns to his face, neck and arms. After receiving medical treatment, the 3/E
was discharged from hospital in Palermo on 25 October 2021, and was repatriated to
receive the follow-up medical treatment in the Philippines. The follow-up treatment
was completed on 06 April 2022. The 3/E was left with a grade 10 disability9 in his
right hand.
The fitter had suffered superficial burn injuries on two fingers of his right hand and
his left ear, after coming into contact with flames and hot surfaces while escaping
from the engine-room. He visited a doctor whilst the vessel was moored at Augusta
and returned on board to resume his duties on the same day.

1.12

Records of Hours of Work / Rest, Drugs and Alcohol Consumption

The safety investigation reviewed the crew members’ hours of work / rest records and
found them to be in line with the requirements of the STCW Code and MLC, 2006.
Neither were any drug nor alcohol tests conducted immediately after the occurrence.

1.13

VDR Data

The master had confirmed that the VDR data had been saved. On 20 September 2021,
the Company had confirmed that they were in possession of the data disk containing
the saved VDR data, and that it would be forwarded to the MSIU once the data was
extracted. However, the Company eventually informed the MSIU that the VDR hard
disk could not be powered and therefore it was not possible to read the data.

9

Loss of grasping power.
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2

ANALYSIS

2.1

Purpose

The purpose of a marine safety investigation is to determine the circumstances and
safety factors of the accident as a basis for making recommendations, to prevent
further marine casualties or incidents from occurring in the future.

2.2

Safety Investigation Actions

On the evening of 12 September, the MSIU was notified by the Company that
Samus Swan had reported a fire in the engine-room and that there were two casualties.
Since the information provided to the MSIU indicated that this occurrence was a
serious marine casualty (as defined by the IMO Casualty Investigation Code), the
MSIU established communication with the Company and commenced gathering
information for a preliminary assessment of the occurrence. The MSIU also began
preparations to deploy its representatives on board the vessel. The fatality of the 2/E
was eventually communicated to the MSIU on 14 September, after the master
received an official declaration from the shore authorities. Following the
confirmation of the 2/E’s passing, the severity of the occurrence was escalated to a
very serious marine casualty. This immediately necessitated the MSIU to amend its
approach for a safety investigation on the occurrence.
The MSIU’s representatives boarded the vessel on 17 September at the port of
Augusta, interviewed the crew members present on board, and collected the
requested, additional information. An online interview with the seriously injured 3/E
was done on 03 November, after he was discharged from the hospital in Palermo.

2.3

Company’s Investigation Actions

On 14 September, the Company engaged a fire expert to assist in the investigation of
the fire. The fire expert boarded the vessel at Augusta, on the morning of
17 September, and commenced the internal investigation, in accordance with the
requirements of the safety management system employed on board and ashore.
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2.4

The Accident Site

Entering Samus Swan’s separators’ room, one could observe heat and smoke
damages, and stains of oil over various fittings and structures in the separators’ room.
The severity of the damages increasing around the area where the HFO purifier no. 1
was fitted. This suggested that the fire had originated in this region. The remains of
the portable electric heat gun (Figure 17), the extension lead (Figure 18), the snake
wire, the digital thermometer (Figure 19), the compressed air hose and a flange with a
valve (probably used for the compressed air hose) were also found there.

Figure 18: The extension coil for the
portable electric heater (found at the
entrance, inside the separator room)

Figure 17: The portable electric heat gun
(found below the gratings in the separators’
room)

Figure 19: Remains of the digital thermometer used by the crew members in the separators’
room
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It was noticed that the power plug of the portable electric heat gun was not inserted in
any of the extension lead power sockets, but was lying in the vicinity. The extension
lead’s power plug was also not connected to any power socket; however, the C/E
informed the safety investigation that the plug had been connected to a power outlet
outside the separators’ room, but the crew members had disconnected it after the fire
was extinguished.
A close examination of the power socket extension lead revealed no marks around any
of the power outlets and that the latter all seemed evenly affected by the fire
(Figure 20). This suggested that no equipment was plugged in during the time of the
fire. However, the safety investigation could not rule out the possibility that the 3/E
either disconnected the portable electric heater before leaving the separators’ room or
his foot may have pulled on it while rushing out, and disconnected it.

Figure 20: Power outlets of the extension lead

2.5

Cause of the Fatal and Non-Fatal Injuries

It is understood that the fatal burn injuries suffered by 2/E were caused by the fire in
Samus Swan’s separators’ room. It is highly likely that the location of the 2/E at the
time of the fire outbreak prevented him from escaping from the separators’ room and
subsequently the engine-room in adequate time.
As stated by the 3/E, and taking into account the hospital report, his injuries were
caused by the hot thermal oil that splashed on him and the fire that followed. The
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fitter’s injuries were caused by the flames and the hot surfaces that he came in contact
with, while escaping from the engine-room.

2.6

Cause of the Fire

The safety investigation was informed that thermal oil at a temperature of about
200 ℃ and 6.0 bar of pressure was circulating through the heating system’s lines prior
to the accident. Once the inlet branch line of the heat exchanger for HFO purifier
no. 1 was unclogged, after (almost complete) removal of the inlet valve, thermal oil
under these conditions gushed out, giving the 2/E and 3/E no chance of controlling the
pressurized, hot flow of escaping thermal oil.
Documentary information provided to the safety investigation gave an insight on how
events evolved inside the separator’s room and eventually ran out of control for the
two crew members working inside the space.
In addition to the uncontrollable flow of escaping thermal oil, the situation became
more complex even before the open fire. It was clearly the case that the escaping
thermal oil, at a pressure of about 6.0 bar, struck fittings and other pipework in the
vicinity of the leak. This would have generated an oil mist of thermal oil droplets,
released in the separators’ room. This would have taken seconds, considering that the
3/E recalled that the leaking thermal oil almost instantaneously caught fire. Then, the
open door to the separators’ room would have provided the necessary air supply,
sustaining the fire.
Whilst there were no doubts on the source of the flammable liquid fuelling the fire in
the separators’ room, the safety investigation considered a number of options vis-à-vis
the source of ignition. These considerations took into account the procedure adopted
by the 2/E and the 3/E in their attempt to unblock the thermal oil pipe, i.e.:
• removal of the insulation around the pipe;
• heating of the pipework with the use of a portable electric heat gun;
• use of a mallet (soft hammer) to tap on the pipework; and
• use a fabricated connection, downstream of the inlet valve, to connect
compressed air.
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Two important parameters in the consideration of the ignition potential of flammable
liquids are the flash point and the auto-ignition temperature of that liquid. Whilst it
has been confirmed that there was several equipment running and several light fittings
were on inside the separators’ room, it was considered highly improbable that
perfectly running equipment would have generated a spark at that time. The
generation of a spark due to static electrical discharge (hot liquid passing through a
pipe) was also considered. However, the MSIU had no information which would
have directed further investigations towards this route.
Thus, the elimination of open flames / sparks led the safety investigation to consider
auto-ignition and hot surface ignition.
The auto-ignition of this thermal oil was reported to be in the region of 380 °C. A
prima facia, that suggests a temperature which is significantly higher than any
temperature inside the separators’ room even if by time and under various physical
conditions, the auto ignition of oils may vary from the one established under
controlled conditions.
Considering the hot surfaces and related Minimum Hot Surface Ignition Temperature
(MHSIT), the only fitted equipment operating at a ‘high’ temperature inside the
separators’ room was the lubricating oil separator10. However, that operating
temperature (about 95 °C) was not high enough to be considered as critical. The heat
gun therefore remained the only potential ignition source, considering that according
to the surviving crew member who was accompanying the 2/E, the gun was in use at
the time of the fire. The heat gun was being used in the vicinity of the open thermal
oil line (where the valve had been removed). The temperature of the heating elements
of the heat gun was in the region of 260 °C. It was possible that the mist / spray of
pressurised, hot thermal oil reached the hot surface of the gun, serving as a possible
ignition source. The possibility that the thermal oil line itself was an ignition source
(due to the heating with the heat gun) was also an option communicated to the safety
investigation and which was not discarded.

10

The fuel oil separators were not running and the gas oil purifier did not operate at an elevated
temperature.
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2.7

Clogged Thermal Oil Branch Lines

Prior to the accident, Samus Swan had been operating its main engine and auxiliary
engines on MGO for more than 18 months. Consequently, the HFO purifiers had not
been used during this period. As the crew members found that the sections of the
thermal oil branch lines between the regulator valve and the inlet valve of the purifier
heat exchangers were clear, it was understood that these sections had been drained by
crew members, after the HFO purifiers had last been used.
However, the absence of an isolation valve in the immediate vicinity of the joint
between the main thermal oil line and the branch lines did not allow for the section of
the branch lines, preceding the inlet valve, to be drained out (Figure 21). In time, due
deposits and the lower temperatures resulting from the lack of circulation of thermal
oil through this section of the branch lines, and the relatively narrow bore of the pipe,
the branch lines eventually became clogged. This was only noticed by the crew
members when they were preparing to use the HFO purifiers.
Main thermal oil line

Branch line

Sections unable to drain

Inlet
valve

Regulator

Figure 21: The branch lines preceding the inlet valves that had no means of being drained

Moreover, due to the development of the fire, the safety investigation believes that the
crew members were not in a position to determine whether there was clogging inside
the heater body and anywhere in the return line.
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2.8

Improvisation of Work

The vessel did not have a set of written procedures for the maintenance of the thermal
oil system and the C/E guidance to the 2/E and 3/E was based on his understanding on
the most suitable methods available in the circumstances, and his experience. His
guidance was to heat up the clogged sections to reduce the viscosity of the fluid
blocking the line and blow compressed air through the inlet valve to penetrate the
viscous fluid and allow the hot, less viscous thermal oil to permeate through.
The thermal oil branch line of HFO purifier no. 2 was clogged in the vertical section
before the inlet valve (Figure 22). With no bends in this section of the line, the crew
members managed to clear it in about three hours, following the C/E’s advice.
Clogged
section of
the
thermal oil
branch
line

Inlet valve

Figure 22: Thermal oil branch line of HFO purifier no. 2

With respect to the thermal oil branch line of HFO purifier no. 1, the crew members
found the unclogging task to be more challenging due to the two bends in the line, one
of which immediately preceding the inlet valve (Figure 23). Then, the design of the
inlet valve (globe type), as explained further below, did not help either and therefore,
they felt the need to improvise further work around the design of the line.
In addition to the use of the heat gun and the blowing of compressed air through the
inlet valve, the two crew members used a mallet to hammer the line, hoping that the
generated vibrations, together with the snake wire, would dislodge the clogging
material through the open end of the inlet valve to clear the line. However, the poking
with the snake wire was restricted due to the design of the valve, and the 2/E and 3/E
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saw no other option but to remove the inlet valve. By this time, two hours had already
passed since they had commenced the task on the thermal oil branch line of HFO
purifier no. 1.

Clogged
section of
the
thermal oil
branch
line

Bends in
the line

Figure 23: Thermal oil branch line of HFO purifier no. 1

Although the 2/E and 3/E followed the C/E’s advice to slacken the inlet valve flange
bolts, they were still unable to clear the clogged line for the next one hour. The two
crew members felt that they had not made any progress on the day’s task.
This lack of progress may have instigated the crew members to act differently, i.e.,
remove three bolts from the flange (downstream side) and loosen the fourth bolt to the
extent that the valve body could be swung out of the way by 90°. This would have
allowed more flexibility to the two crew members to poke the line with the snake
wire. Eventually, the valve would be then swung and tightened quickly back in place
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as soon as oil dripped out11. For the two crew members who had already been
engaged for a significant number of hours trying to clear the line, that must have
sounded like an excellent plan. Evidently, they never expected that the release of the
blockage would be sudden, rather than gradual.

2.9

Working on the Thermal Oil System

Thermal oil systems present several fire hazards, irrespective of whether the system is
fitted on board a vessel or in some industry ashore. With respect to on board
installations, these hazards are almost always present in the engine-rooms and engineroom crew members are usually appreciative of these hazards. The inlet valve was
the only physical barrier in place to prevent thermal oil from escaping in the space,
once the line got cleared. The safety investigation believes that with the system
operating at a pressure of 6 bar, the risks of removing the inlet valve were extremely
high.
As expected from a safety investigation, the actions of the two crew members inside
the separators’ room were not analysed from a judgemental perspective. To this
effect, the MSIU saw no violation of procedures but adaption of tools and
improvisation of techniques. As it happened in this occurrence, the two crew
members were involved in two (almost) identical tasks, separated by a few hours.
One task had a successful outcome, whilst the other did not. Rather than a procedural
analysis, the safety investigation was more interested to identify activities vis-à-vis
where safety has been created and broken, and how both crew members responded to
the execution of the task.
It was clear for the safety investigation that the improvisations by the two crew
members were motivated by the need to overcome a barrier in their work, i.e., the
clearing of the thermal oil line for purifier no. 1. The outcome was, of course,
undesirable, with devasting consequences. Elsewhere in the safety investigation
report, it has been stated that there was a sense of urgency to set the fuel oil system
running, following a number of months during which it had not been in use. Whether

11

This dripping of oil would be indicative that the blockage inside the thermal oil line was about to
clear.
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this sense of urgency was inflicted on them or self-imposed, is actually irrelevant at
this stage and for the scope of this safety investigation, because the crew members’
decisions were affected by this sense of urgency, whether actual or perceived. In
other words, the job had to be done and like purifier no. 2, the thermal oil lines to
purifier no. 1 had to be cleared.
The safety investigation has made a clear distinction between improvisation and
adaptation (leaving the latter concept to tools). It appeared that the actions in the
separators’ room (most notably the removal of the inlet valve) was short term and
equating to an improvisation rather than a (long term) gradual adaptation of Company
procedures12. The MSIU believes that the improvisation by the crew members may
be considered as an action, perceived by them as necessary to cope with a situation for
which previously applied methods did not work. The main problem with the
improvisation was that it created new dynamics and risks.
The actions of the crew members were influenced by their understanding of the
problem which they were tasked to solve. As much as they were aware of the
instructions communicated by the C/E (not to remove the inlet valve), it was very
probable that his instructions and advice were seen as too conservative. Their long
hours of work over the morning to release the blockage may have convinced them
even more that there was no way that a sudden release of the blockage would occur –
at least not before they would have had the time to realign and secure the inlet valve.
Then, once the blockage released, the events evolved so fast that they had no time to
revise any initial (informal) assessments which they may have made.
The MSIU has investigated numerous occurrences, which bear the same markers as
this one; occurrences where actual practices resulted to be way off from formal
descriptions and instructions on the job. It was a situation where, in the eyes of the
crew members, the challenges imposed by the thermal oil line on purifier no. 1, were
novel and not anticipated in the discussions. This led to the two crew members
prioritising what the chief engineer wanted (to clear the thermal oil line) rather than
what he had told them (not to remove the inlet valve).

12

Moreover, as already stated, there were no Company procedures regulating this work.
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2.10

Fatigue and Consumption of Drugs / Alcohol

The crew members’ hours of work / rest records were found to be in line with the
applicable requirements. Whilst the safety investigation was unable to determine the
quality of their rest, it did not find any evidence symptomatic of fatigue amongst the
crew members. Therefore, fatigue was not considered as a contributory factor to this
occurrence.
Although drug / alcohol tests were not conducted immediately on the crew members,
the behaviour and the actions of the crew members, around the time of the occurrence,
did not suggest that they were under the influence of drugs and / or alcohol. In view
of this, the consumption of drugs / alcohol was also not considered contributory factor
to this occurrence.
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THE FOLLOWING CONCLUSIONS AND SAFETY
ACTIONS SHALL IN NO CASE CREATE A
PRESUMPTION OF BLAME OR LIABILITY.
NEITHER ARE THEY BINDING NOR LISTED IN
ANY ORDER OF PRIORITY.
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3

CONCLUSIONS

Findings and safety factors are not listed in any order of priority.
3.1
.1

Immediate Cause of the Accident
Three crew members suffered burn injuries, which were fatal for one of them,
after a fire broke out in the separators’ room and spread through the engineroom.

3.2
.1

Conditions and Other Safety Factors
The fire was caused by hot thermal oil gushing out of the thermal oil branch
line to the inlet of HFO purifier no. 1. The 2/E and 3/E were unclogging the
branch line at the time.

.2

Gushing, hot and pressurised thermal oil may have created a flammable oil
mist in the separators’ room, after striking various obstructions within its path
of flow.

.3

It is highly likely that the thermal oil / oil mist ignited after making contact
with the heating elements of the portable electric heater being used by the
crew.

.4

The two crew members encountered difficulties to unclog the thermal oil
branch line to the heat exchanger of HFO purifier no. 1, because this line had
been designed with two bends between the inlet valve and the main thermal oil
line.

.5

Owing to the difficulties faced and time spent on the task, the 2/E and 3/E
decided to partially remove the inlet valve of the branch line and continue with
their attempts to unclog the line.

.6

The crew members were aware of the risks of partially removing the inlet
valve, but they were convinced of their control on the situation.
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3.3
.1

Other Findings
The crew members had successfully unclogged the thermal oil branch line to
the heat exchanger of HFO purifier no. 2 within three hours, on the previous
day.

.2

The C/E was attending to a hot work task on the deck and therefore, was
unable to monitor the task in the separators’ room.

.3

Since the crew members had already completed a similar unclogging task on
HFO purifier no. 2 on the previous day, the C/E was confident that they would
be able to complete this one without any supervision.

4

ACTIONS TAKEN

4.1

Safety Actions Taken During the Course of the Safety Investigation

.1

The fire expert appointed by the Company provided a detailed de-briefing of
his findings, during crew conferences held by the Company in November 2021
and May 2022. During the second conference, the Company’s CEO stressed
the need for understanding and implementing the Company’s ‘stop-work’
policy.

.2

The Company’s investigation report was circulated among its fleet of vessels,
and all vessels were requested to conduct an extraordinary safety meeting to
discuss the findings of the report and the ‘stop-work’ policy.

.3

The Company instructed all master and chief engineers serving with its fleet,
not to carry out any work on thermal oil systems in use for heating bunker oils,
without acquiring specific and detailed permission from the Company.

.4

The Company implemented a two-step approval process, whereby a vessel
now has to obtain permission from the Technical Department and the Marine
Department prior to conducting maintenance work on any pressurized system.

.5

The Company approached all its vessels to ensure that maintenance on the
free-flow capability of thermal oil pipes (for heating bunker oils) has been
ensured prior to the change-over to VLSFO.
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.6

The Company simplified its safety management system (SMS), by following
the Lovoy Method, to make the understanding of the Company’s policies and
procedures more simple than they were at the time of this accident.

5

RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of the conclusions reached and taking into consideration the safety actions
taken during the course of the safety investigation no recommendations have been
issued.
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